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Important Notice
By accepting this document, and in consideration for it being made available to such recipient, each recipient agrees to keep strictly confidential the information contained in it and any information otherwise made available by Deltic Energy Plc (the "Company"), whether
orally or in writing. In the case of a corporate recipient, this presentation may only be disclosed to such of its directors, officers or employees who are required to review it for the purpose of deciding whether to make an investment in the Company. This document has
been provided to each recipient at their request, solely for their information, and may not be reproduced, copied, published, distributed or circulated, to any third party, in whole or in part, or published in whole or in part for any purpose, without the express prior consent
of the Company.
The purpose of this document is solely to provide information to persons who have expressed an interest in investigating the possibility of investing in the Company.
The information contained in this confidential document (the “Presentation”) has been prepared and distributed by the Company. It has not been fully verified and is subject to material updating, completion, revision, verification and further amendment. This
Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended (“FSMA”). The securities mentioned herein have not been and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of
1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), or under any U.S. State securities laws, and may not be offered or sold in the United States unless they are registered under the Securities Act or pursuant to an exemption from or in a transaction not subject to the registration
requirements of the Securities Act. This Presentation does not constitute, and the Company is not making, an offer of transferable securities to the public within the meaning of sections 85B and 102B of FSMA and it is being delivered for information purposes only to a
very limited number of persons and companies who are ‘qualified investors’ within the meaning of section 86(7) of FSMA purchasing as principal or in circumstances under section 86(2) of FSMA, as well as persons who have professional experience in matters relating to
investments and who fall within the category of persons set out in Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”) or are high net worth companies within the meaning set out in Article 49 of the Order or are
certified sophisticated investors within the meaning set out in Article 50 of the Order or are otherwise permitted to receive it (together, the "Relevant Persons"). This Presentation is directed only at Relevant Persons and must not be acted on or relied upon by persons who
are not Relevant Persons. Any other person who receives this Presentation should not rely or act upon it. By accepting this Presentation and not immediately returning it, the recipient is deemed to represent and warrant that: (i) they are a person who falls within the
above description of persons entitled to receive the Presentation; (ii) they have read, agree and will comply with the contents of this notice; and (iii) they will use the information in this document solely for evaluating your possible interest in acquiring securities of the
Company.
This Presentation is not being made available to persons in Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland, the Republic of South Africa or any other jurisdiction in which it may be unlawful to do so and it should not be delivered or distributed, directly or indirectly, into or
within any such jurisdictions.
Prospective investors must rely on their own examination of the legal, taxation, financial and other consequences of an investment in the Company, including the merits of investing and the risks involved. Prospective investors should not treat the contents of this
Presentation as advice relating to legal, taxation or investment matters and are advised to consult their own professional advisers concerning any acquisition of shares in the Company.

Certain of the information contained in this Presentation has been obtained from published sources prepared by other parties. Certain other information has been extracted from unpublished sources prepared by other parties which have been made available to the
Company. The Company has not carried out an independent investigation to verify the accuracy and completeness of such third party information. No responsibility is accepted by the Company or any of its directors, officers, employees or agents for the accuracy or
completeness of such information.
All statements of opinion and/or belief contained in this Presentation and all views expressed represent the directors’ own current assessment and interpretation of information available to them as at the date of this Presentation. In addition, this Presentation contains
certain "forward-looking statements", including but not limited to, the statements regarding the Company’s overall objectives and strategic plans, timetables and capital expenditures. Forward-looking statements express, as at the date of this Presentation, the Company’s
plans, estimates, forecasts, projections, opinions, expectations or beliefs as to future events, results or performance. Forward-looking statements involve a number of risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond the Company’s control, and there can be no assurance
that such statements will prove to be accurate. No representation is made or assurance given that such statements or views are correct or that the objectives of the Company will be achieved. The reader is cautioned not to place reliance on these statements or views and
no responsibility is accepted by the Company or any of its directors, officers, employees or agents in respect thereof. The Company does not undertake to update any forward-looking statement or other information that is contained in this Presentation. Neither the
Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained in this Presentation or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation.
Neither the issue of this Presentation nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of contract, commitment or recommendation on the part of the Company or the directors of the Company to proceed with any transaction or accept any offer and the right is
reserved to terminate any discussions or negotiations with any prospective investors. The Company reserves the right without any notice or liability to the recipient of this Presentation or its advisers to: (i) change any of the procedures, timetable or requirements or
terminate negotiations at any time prior to the signing of any binding agreement with investors; (ii) provide different information or access to information to different persons; (iii) agree variations to the property, rights and liabilities comprised in the Company; and (iv)
negotiate at the same time with more than one person. In no circumstances will the Company be responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal or investigation of the Company. This Presentation should not be considered a
recommendation by the Company or any of its affiliates in relation to any prospective acquisition of shares in the Company.
No undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company or any of its affiliates, any of its directors, officers or employees or any other person as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the
information or opinions contained in this Presentation and no responsibility or liability is accepted for any such information or opinions or for any errors or omissions.
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Our DNA

St Fergus

Dewar

SMALL TEAM
We are a small group of driven and respected industry professionals
with over 100 years of experience within the E&P industry. The
team is focussed on producing high quality technical work which
advances the exploration portfolio at low cost.

HIGH-IMPACT PORTFOLIO
We have amassed a portfolio of low risk, high impact exploration assets
with net P50 prospective resources of more than 480 mmboe in the
infrastructure rich, well established basins of the UK Continental Shelf
(‘UKCS’). The portfolio is primarily focused on future gas production
given the increasing importance of natural gas in the transition to a low
carbon future.

UNIQUELY POISED
We are fully funded for our medium term exploration activities
including participation in two low risk, high impact wells with Shell
which we expect to be drilled in 2021 and 2022. The ability to
attract a partner like Shell is validation of the technically focussed
approach taken by the Deltic team and we are confident that this
can be replicated across the Deltic exploration portfolio.

EXPLORATION SUCCESS
Current valuation is underpinned by cash and shareholders are
positioned to gain from the significant share price upside which
should be realised from exploration success with either of the two
wells with Shell. This success will provide a platform for Deltic to
take a leading role within the UK’s exploration community.

Teesside

Pensacola

Easington

Cupertino
Cadence
Cortez

Blackadder Selene

Theddlethorpe
(closed in Q3 2018)

Bacton
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Board & Management
Driven and highly competent management team with >100 years of UKCS Experience
Graham Swindells

Mark Lappin

Chief Executive Officer

Non-Executive Chairman

Graham joined Deltic as Chief Financial Officer in May 2013. He previously worked in
corporate finance and M&A, specialising in advising mid and small-cap public companies.
Before joining Deltic, he was a Director in Corporate Finance at Ernst & Young. Previously, he
was a Director in Corporate Finance at Arbuthnot Securities where he gained significant
natural resources experience acting as nominated adviser and broker. He qualified as a
Chartered Accountant in Scotland with BDO and subsequently spent two years at
PricewaterhouseCoopers in corporate recovery and restructuring.

Mark has over 35 years of experience in the oil and
gas industry. Mark’s recent roles include Technical
Director at Cuadrilla and prior to that Sub-Surface
Director for UK and Netherlands at Centrica. Mark
began his career as a Geophysicist at Phillips
Petroleum and has held senior technical and
commercial roles with Phillips, Exxon Mobil and Dart
Energy. Mark’s North Sea focussed operational,
commercial and super-major E&P experience will be
hugely valuable as the company moves into the next
stage of its development. Mark is a Visiting Professor
at University of Strathclyde Centre for Energy Policy.

Sarah McLeod
Chief Financial Officer
Sarah joined Deltic as Chief Financial Officer in January 2020. Sarah has 20 years
experience in the international oil and gas industry. She previously held the position of Group
Financial Controller at New Age. Sarah spent 10 years with ConocoPhillips in a variety of
senior financial and strategic roles and also 2 years with Maersk Oil. She started her career
with Deloitte, spending 6 years in its oil and gas team during which time she qualified as a
Chartered Accountant.

Andrew Nunn
Chief Operating Officer
Andrew is a Chartered Geologist with over 20 years of experience working on exploration,
mining and geo-environmental projects in Europe, Australasia and Africa. For the last 10
years he has worked on a wide variety of UK and European conventional and unconventional
gas projects with a primary focus on Carboniferous aged reservoirs. Andrew’s previous role
was as Exploration Manager for Dart Energy. He holds a B.Sc. (Hons) in Economic Geology
and an M.Sc. in Environmental Management. Andrew was appointed as a Director of the Oil
and Gas Independents’ Association (OGIA) in February 2020.

Peter Cowley
Non-Executive Director
Peter is a geologist with 46 years of international
experience in the minerals industry and has been
involved in the discovery and development of a
number of gold mines in Africa. Peter Cowley was
previously Managing Director of Ashanti Exploration
Limited and Group Technical Director of Cluff
Resources Plc. He holds M.Sc and MBA degrees
and is a Fellow of I.M.M.M. Until recently he was also
a Non-executive Director of Banro Corporation and
Amara Mining Plc.
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Strategy

Gas dominated portfolio

Identify. Explore & Appraise. Monetise. Repeat.

▪
▪
▪
▪

> ORGANIC PORTFOLIO BUILD
> PROSPECT MATURATION
> FARM-OUT PROCESS

Deltic’s
Model

Increasingly important transition fuel
High petrochemical / hydrogen demand
UK increasingly reliant on foreign gas imports
Positive medium to long term pricing trends

Exploration and appraisal
▪
▪
▪
▪

Low cost entry point via regular licence rounds
Greatest uplift per £ invested in cycle
Small retained teams & low overheads
No decommissioning exposure

UKCS mature basins
> SEISMIC ACQUISITION
> EXPLORATORY DRILLING
> OPTIONAL APPRAISAL

> PROJECT EXIT
> REINVEST

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Well understood subsurface & legacy data
Established export infrastructure
Full lifecycle ‘ecosystem’ with many developers
Top quartile fiscal regime
Supportive regulator in the OGA

Capital growth via the drill bit
▪
▪
▪

Asset sales / divestment could fund future drilling
Surplus potentially distributed as special dividend
Potential acquisition of production assets to fund drilling
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Focussed on Natural Gas
Well positioned for the energy transition and a Net Zero future
The Climate Change Committee – Net Zero 2050 Model
▪

UK Gas demand to reduce by only 32% between 2017 & 2050 – due to need for hydrogen production from natural gas

▪

UK Gas production predicted to decline by 80% over the same period

▪

Results in an increased reliance on imported gas to produce hydrogen to meet ‘Net Zero’ targets:
▪

Prioritisation of domestic production is essential for security of supply, balance of trade and UK taxable employment

UK Gas demand & production

Meeting UK gas demand

UK Natural Gas – NBP Historic & Futures
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▪

UK spent £200 million/week on average in 2018 to import gas from e.g. Norway, Russia & Qatar

2019
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Southern North Sea
Strategic acreage position in an underexplored area of a world class gas basin
P2428 – Cupertino (100% DELT)

P2252/8 – Pensacola (30% DELT, 70% Shell)
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Zechstein Carbonate Reef
Gross P50 Prospective Resources of 309 BCF
Farmed out to Shell in 2019
420km2 of new 3D shot in August 2019
Exploration well scheduled in Q4 2021

▪
▪
▪
▪

Prospects in Carboniferous, Zechstein and Leman
Reprocessed legacy 2D seismic data sets
Farm-out expected to commence in Q1 2021
New modern 3D seismic acquisition being planned

P2424 – Cortez (100% DELT)
▪
▪
▪
▪

Targeting BPU subcrop and intra-Carboniferous plays
Reprocessing of legacy 2D seismic data set completed
Farm-out expected to commence in H1 2021
New modern 3D seismic acquisition being planned

P2560/1/2 – Breagh South (100% DELT)
▪
▪
▪
▪

P2567 – Cadence (100% DELT)
▪
▪
▪
▪

3 Licences awarded in 32nd Round Awards
Underexplored area between Breagh and Tolmount
Mixed vintage 2D and 3D seismic requires reprocessing
Opportunities in Carboniferous, Leman and Zechstein

P2435 – Blackadder (25% DELT, 75% PMG)
▪ Leman Sandstone 4-way Dip Closed Structure
▪ Reviewing options for reprocessing legacy seismic data

Re-awarded in 32nd licence round
TCF scale potential in the early Carboniferous
100% coverage with modern 3D seismic
Cadence is drill ready with further upside on-block

P2437 – Selene (50% DELT, 50% Shell)
▪
▪
▪
▪

Leman Sandstone 4-way Dip Closed Structure
Gross P50 GIIP of 629 BCF, GCoS of 70%
Farmed out to Shell in Q2 2019
Drilling anticipated in 2022
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P2252 – Pensacola (30% WI)
Q4 2021 well to be drilled in exciting Zechstein Reef
Fully funded well with Super Major as partner
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Attracted world class partner in Shell through 2019 farm-out process
New 3D seismic shot in August 2019 with reprocessing workflows nearing completion
Deltic fully carried by Shell until well investment decision is finalised
Pensacola well planned for Q4 2021 with Deltic fully funded for its 30% equity position
Shell recently confirmed commitment to drilling Pensacola and the Zechstein Reef play in general

Underexplored play with recent exploration success offshore
▪
▪
▪
▪

Pensacola appears to be analogous to the Crosgan and Darach discoveries
Crosgan Reef was ‘accidental discovery’ drilled in 1990 and flowed 7.6mmscf/day gas
Darach Reef was drilled by ONE Dyas in 2019 – flowed oil and gas on test
Multiple reefs mapped in the fairway, including Plymouth on licence P2428, provide running room

Pensacola Prospect
▪ Combination trap with carbonate build-up sealed by adjacent and overlying Stassfurt Halite
▪ Gross P50 Prospective Resources of 309 BCF with gas quality similar to Breagh field expected
▪ Could be developed via existing Breagh infrastructure or by direct pipeline to existing onshore
facilities at Teesside
▪ Lytham and Fairhaven prospects provide follow-on opportunities on block

309 BCF
P50 Prospective
Resources

470km2
3D seismic
shot in 2019

Exploration well
anticipated in
Q4 2021
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P2437 – Selene (50% WI)
Largest untested structure in the Leman Fairway
2nd fully funded well with Super Major as partner
▪ Attracted world class partner in Shell through 2019 farm-out process
▪ Strategic asset located close to Shell owned and operated infrastructure
▪ Shell to pay for 75% of the costs of the first exploration / appraisal well on Selene up to a gross
cost of US$25M
▪ Deltic fully funded for its 25% share of the well costs with well scheduled in 2022

Selene Prospect
▪ 4-way dip closed structure in the proven Leman Sandstone with 100% 3D seismic coverage
▪ Based on work completed by the JV, P50 GIIP estimates were recently increased from 437 to
629 BCF and GCoS increased from 39% to 70%
▪ Ongoing work is focussed on development options, recoverable volumes and well design and
location

Technologically driven solution delivered new understanding
▪ Previously overlooked due to volumetric uncertainty caused by depth conversion challenges
▪ Deltic utilised depth conversion technologies which were unavailable to previous Operators
▪ Location in established play fairway gives easy access to offtake infrastructure including the Shell
operated Barque-Clipper hub some 20km to the south and ultimately feeds Shell’s onshore gas
processing facility at Bacton

629 BCF
P50 GIIP

587km2
3D seismic
dataset acquired

Exploration well
expected in 2022
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Southern North Sea Licences (all 100% WI)
The conveyor belt of future drilling opportunities
Cupertino Area – P2428

30th Round
Licence

>800 BCF P50
Resources in 3
prospects

Farm-out
commencing
Q1 2021

▪ Under explored part of the Southern North Sea
▪ Work completed on recently reprocessed legacy 2D
seismic has identified 3 distinct prospects
▪ Cupertino – intra-Carboniferous structure with P50
Prospective Resources of 370 BCF and GCoS of 26%
▪ Richmond – Leman feather edge prospect analogous
to Cygnus with P50 Prospective Resources of 211
BCF and GCoS of 20%
▪ Plymouth – large Zechstein Reef similar to Pensacola
with P50 Prospective Resources of 282 BCF and
GCoS of 19%

Cadence Area – P2567

>1 TCF of P50
Resources in 5
prospects

Drill ready
Carboniferous
structure

Seeking
partner to drill
ASAP

▪ Re-awarded to Deltic in 32nd Licensing Round
▪ Prospectivity recognised at multiple levels including
the Triassic, BPU and intra-Carboniferous
▪ Cadence – Key prospect on block with stacked
intra-Carboniferous reservoirs at Scremerston and
Fell with P50 Resources circa 600 BCF
▪ Cordova – Carboniferous BPU subcrop prospect
with P50 Resources of 124 BCF and GCoS of 26%
▪ Bassett – AVO supported prospect in Bunter
Sandstone with P50 Resources of 128 BCF and
GCoS of 37%

Cortez Area – P2424

30th Round
Licence

Multiple prospects
being matured on
licence

Farm-out
process during
2021

▪ Highly prospective area located between the Breagh
field and Crosgan discovery
▪ Reprocessed 2D seismic delivered in Nov 2020 with
interpretation ongoing
▪ Prospectivity recognised in the Zechstein and
Carboniferous – analogous to adjacent Crosgan
discovery
▪ Multiple leads currently being matured including the
Cortez intra-Carboniferous prospect
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Central North Sea

Dewar – P2352 (100% WI)

Low risk prospects in prolific oil producing basin

39.5 mmbbls
P50 Prospective
Resources

Farm out process
ongoing

Prospect is
drill ready

▪ Dewar is a well defined, AVO supported, channel sand prospect
in the prolific Forties Sandstone
▪ Located close to existing CNS infrastructure with low cost
development opportunities via 5km subsea tie back to ETAP

▪ High quality 3D dataset acquired over the entire prospect which
has been recently reprocessed
▪ All technical work is complete and prospect is drill ready
▪ Ongoing farm-out process and evaluation of alternative financing
options to facilitate drilling
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P50 Prospective Resources
Diverse portfolio containing multiple high impact drilling opportunities*
Gross P50
Resources
(mmboe)
90

Cumulative Net
P50 Resources
(mmboe)
FUNDED DRILL
READY

ONGOING MATURATION
AND/OR FARMOUT
PROCESS

FOLLOW ON
OPPORTUNITIES

LEGACY
DISCOVERIES

600.0
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200.0

20
100.0

10
0

Approximate economic
threshold for a standalone
development near
infrastructure in the SNS

0.0

Gross P50 Prospective

Cumulative Net P50 Resources

*Excludes significant greenfield potential associated with 3 licences between
Tolmount and Breagh awarded in 32nd Round – awaiting further evaluation
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Key Investment Highlights
High Impact Portfolio

Small Team
▪
▪
▪

▪

Extensive UKCS exploration experience
Strong track record of acquiring assets in
competitive licence rounds
Secured attractive farm-in deals with one of
world’s largest energy companies
Demonstrated ability to raise capital to fund
exploration projects

▪

▪
▪
▪

Uniquely Poised
▪

▪
▪
▪

Transformational exploration activity
anticipated over the next 18 months
Deltic is fully funded through that
transformation and beyond
Current commodity price environment may
present unique opportunities
Natural gas dominated focus - represents
key transition fuel to a lower carbon future

Fully risked NAV implies
significant share price potential

Existing portfolio of operated and nonoperated assets in SNS & CNS
Multiple opportunities with gross combined
P50 prospective resources of >3.5 TCF
Technical approach validated by successful
farm-outs to Shell
Portfolio grown organically through low cost
licensing rounds, with further growth
anticipated

Exploration Success
▪
▪
▪
▪

High quality technical work is at the core of
the business
Wells with Shell expected in 2021 and
2022
Focused on cost efficiency while delivering
high quality sub-surface outcomes
Low valuation of Deltic assets positions our
shareholders to gain from vast upside
potential

1.3p SP
(1 Dec 2020)

▪ Currently trading at over 80% discount to fully risked NAV
and at around cash
▪ Market attributing no value for Shell farm-in on two
significant assets in Southern North Sea with Gross P50
Prospective Resources of circa 100mmboe
▪ Carried work programme including seismic acquired on
Pensacola and carried drilling costs on Selene worth circa
GBP£7M or 0.5p/share
▪ Does not include value associated with the other 11 licences
in the portfolio
▪ Success case NAV on just Pensacola and Selene equivalent
to 4.2p and 7.9p/share
* Average of Broker research (Allenby Capital Limited & Stifel Financial Corp)
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Indicative Operational Timeline
Active schedule with a funded pathway to drilling activity
Q4
2020

Q1
2021

Q2
2021

Q3
2021

P2252

PENSACOLA

P2437

SELENE

P2428

CUPERTINO

P2567

CADENCE

Farm-out Process

P2424

CORTEZ

Farm-out Process

P2352

DEWAR

Well Planning

Mobilisation

Well Planning

Q4
2021

H1
2022

H2
2022

2023

*1
*1

Mobilisation

*2

*2

Farm-out Process

Ongoing Farm-out Process

*2
*2

*2

*2
*1 Anticipated drilling
*2 Subject to funding or farm-out
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Deltic
DelticEnergy
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Plc
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London
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United
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Tel:
Tel:+44
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2630
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Investor Relations Queries
Camarco
107 Cheapside
London
EC2V 6DN
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)20 3757 4980
CNR@camarco.co.uk

Follow DLTC at

